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STUDY ON LARGE LAUNCH VEHICLE SEGMENGTS CONNECTED BY BOLTS

Abstract

China currently is developing a new generation of carrier rockets ,the body diameter will reach 5m,
its structure, layout, strength, stiffness characteristics and load conditions have a large difference with
previous ripe models of launch vehicles, the stiffness of the segment and strength characteristics should
be put forward to higher requirements , so we should take the connection characteristics and specific way
to further explore. In this paper, first we analyze and experiment on single bolt with preload and have
fond out the effective range, then we analyze the difference of stiffness when the size and number of bolt
have been changed, and give out the most effective connected mode for new carrier rockets. The main
contents are as follows : 1, Using the cooling method to simulate the preload of bolt, then take the bolt
to finite element modeling analysis, could conclude the stress distribution form and effective range. 2,
Design experiment to anlyze the affect range of the bolt with preload, including electrical measurement
experiment and light elastic experiment, and verify the finite the results of element analysis. 3, Use
the results of single bolt connection analysis to design the connection mode of a rocket and use the
finite element modeling to analyse, get out the influence of joint stiffness with different specifications and
number of bolts, provides reference for connection model designing of large section of the carrier rocket.
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